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Engineered synthetic cellular systems are expected to become a powerful biomedical platform for the

development of next-generation therapeutic carrier vehicles. In this mini-review, we discuss the

potential of polymer capsules derived by the layer-by-layer assembly as a platform system for the

construction of artificial cells and organelles. We outline the characteristics of polymer capsules that

make them unique for these applications, and we describe several successful examples of

microencapsulated catalysis, including biologically relevant enzymatic reactions. We also provide

examples of subcompartmentalized polymer capsules, which represent a major step toward the creation

of synthetic cells.
Introduction

Understanding and mimicking cellular structure, its activity and

(multi)functionality has long attracted the interest of scientists

across various disciplines. However, despite intense efforts, the

ability to mimic cellular functions substantially lags behind

the understanding of the underlying phenomena, and even the

most successful current synthetic systems are far simpler than

living cells, fulfilling only limited, typically one, simple cellular

function.

As artificial organs and tissue engineering have literally given

new life to macroscale physiological systems, artificial cells or

organelles are expected to substitute for missing or lost cellular

functions.1 The minimal requirements for the successful design of

artificial cells or organelles are a structurally sound scaffold for

the vessel wall and controllable loading of the synthetic

machinery into the vessel. More advanced designs attempt to

conduct continuous reactions and, consequently, the exchange of

reagents/nutrients with the surrounding environment is

crucial. Further advances relate to the possibility of sub-

compartmentalizing the vessel, in a manner very much similar to

biological cells, to conduct multiple, spatially separated reactions

within the same carrier.

The most successful examples of synthetic mimics of cellular

systems to date are lipid vesicles and polymersomes. These two

systems represent carrier vehicles and are formed by the self-

assembly of amphiphilic lipids and copolymers, respectively.2 An

alternative approach to the design of carrier systems is based on

the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly technology,3,4 which affords

engineered hollow capsules with facile control over the size,

shape and composition of the capsule membrane. In the
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assembly of polymer capsules, the LbL technology entails the

sequential adsorption of interacting polymers (e.g., through

electrostatics, hydrogen bonding and covalent bonding) onto

sacrificial template particles, followed by removal of the template

(Scheme 1a). A plethora of charged and noncharged polymers

have been used as structural components of LbL capsules to

provide custom-designed carriers for a number of applica-

tions, including drug delivery and microencapsulated catalysis.

The key advantage of LbL assembly for the design and

construction of synthetic mimics of cells and organelles resides

in the ability to prepare engineered capsules with excellent

structural stability and high permeability (to small molecules).

In this mini-review, we outline recent progress in the bottom-

up assembly of functional LbL-assembled carrier vehicles

for the development of therapeutic artificial cells and organ-

elles. We focus on: (i) the types of carrier capsules, the

permeability properties of the capsules, and methods used to

load the capsules; (ii) continuous biocatalytic reactions

within LbL capsules; and (iii) recent approaches that enable

the compartmentalization of LbL capsules. We present specific

examples for each, highlighting progress in these areas. We

also detail the remaining challenges associated with the

development of LbL-based capsules as therapeutic artificial

cells and organelles.
Polymer capsules—the structural scaffold

The use of polymer capsules as scaffolds for artificial cells or

organelles defines the requirement for their size, from several

micrometers (cells) to submicrometer size (organelles) (Scheme

1(b)I). Although a range of LbL capsules (including hydrolyti-

cally degradable systems) with sizes larger than�4 mm3 have been

assembled, the submicrometer size requirement for synthetic

organelles precludes the use of most LbL capsules reported to

date, often due to aggregation occurring during the assembly

and/or core removal steps. Two prominent systems that fulfill this

requirement and which exhibit high colloidal stability are based

on poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH)/polystyrene sulfonate

(PSS), a pair of polyelectrolytes that associate through
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Scheme 1 Schematic illustration of (a) LbL assembly (see text for details) to form polymer hydrogel capsules and (b) a synthetic mimic of cells and

subcellular organelles derived from LbL capsules. i) The polymer hydrogel membrane provides the structural scaffold and its semipermeability allows

for the exchange of nutrients between the interior and exterior environment. ii) A LbL-derived lysosome mimic for the triggered degradation of DNA.

iii) Incorporated liposomes compartmentalize the capsule’s interior.
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electrostatic interactions, and poly(N-vinyl pyrrolidone)

(PVPON)/poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA), a hydrogen bonded

polymer pair.

The PSS/PAH capsule system has been well characterized and

has been shown to exhibit high colloidal stability.5 The

surface of these capsules has also been exploited for post-

functionalization with low fouling polymers6 and for imparting

specific recognition properties through the coupling of targeting

molecules (e.g., antibodies).7 Furthermore, studies have shown

that the permeability of these capsules can be tailored through

the number of polymer layers deposited.8 The nonbiodegrad-

able nature of PSS/PAH capsules, as well as the possibility to

prepare capsules with sizes as low as tens of nanometers,5 make

them well suited for the creation of synthetic and stable

organelles.

PMA/PVPON capsules owe their structural stability to inter-

molecular hydrogen bonds that form and remain intact in
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
acidic media, where the polyacid is protonated. However, these

capsules spontaneously disintegrate upon ionization of PMA at

solution pH values above the pKa of PMA (6.5).9 With the aim to

create (bio)degradable capsules, we recently proposed an

approach to crosslink the constituent polymers via degradable

covalent bonds. We hypothesized that above the pKa of PMA

the stability of these capsules will be maintained solely by the

degradable crosslinks and therefore the degradation profile of

the capsules would closely follow the degradation of the cross-

linking bonds. To this end, we synthesized thiol-modified PMA,

assembled the multilayered capsules via the alternate deposition

of the thiol-modified PMA with PVPON, and stabilized the

capsules via the disulfide linkages.10 Above the pKa of PMA, in

the absence of hydrogen bonding, PVPON was released and

single-component PMA hydrogel capsules were obtained.11 We

showed that the PMA/PVPON build-up on colloidal particles is

linear,11 which allows simple control over the thickness of the
Nanoscale, 2009, 1, 68–73 | 69
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capsule walls12 and dictates its properties, in particular perme-

ability.13 These hydrogel capsules exhibit excellent colloidal

stability in a range of conditions,14 including the presence of

serum proteins, and degrade in the presence of a natural reducing

agent, glutathione,11 verifying their (bio)degradable nature.

These characteristics make the PMA hydrogel capsules attractive

candidates for the creation of synthetic microreactors and arti-

ficial organelles.

Further challenges in the design of artificial cells and

organelles relate to the loading of synthetic machinery into the

reactor vessel and its retention within the carrier while

permitting controlled accessibility of other solutes. LbL

capsules are typically semipermeable and exhibit size exclusion

behavior: while small solutes, such as buffer salts, solvent

molecules and other low molecular weight molecules readily

permeate through the multilayered polymer film, higher

molecular weight solutes can have restricted diffusivity through

the capsule wall.3,13 The cut-off value for such a ‘‘dialysis

sphere’’ depends on the nature of the constituent polymers, the

thickness and density of the polymer film (which depends on the

number of deposited bilayers and the assembly conditions), and

the solution conditions (pH, temperature, ionic strength). For

both PSS/PAH8 and PMA13 capsules, the number of deposited

layers controls the permeability of solutes. Single-component

PMA capsules, being highly negatively charged, also exhibit

semipermeable characteristics based on the charge of the

solute,11 providing a barrier for diffusion of negatively charged

polymers15 but not uncharged polymers.11 Charge exclusion was

also observed for PSS/PAH capsules enriched with a negative

component.16 As discussed below, the aforementioned means of

control over capsule permeability allows the effective encapsu-

lation of macromolecular cargo within these colloidal carriers.

However, the dialysis membrane-like nature of highly hydrated

LbL-derived polymer capsules implies that most solutes will

have a non-negligible permeability through the capsule walls,

potentially via a reptation mechanism for polymers17 and

a relay-race mechanism for proteins.18

Encapsulation of drugs and reagents within the polymer

capsules can be achieved via preloading or postloading tech-

niques. The postloading method exploits temporary changes in

the permeability of the preformed capsule membrane, which for

PSS/PAH can be induced by the change in solvent pH and

temperature19 or dehydration/rehydration.20 Alternatively, the

cargo molecules can be associated with the template particles

prior to the LbL assembly of the polymer film and become

encased within the polymer capsule upon removal of the core

particles. This approach, termed preloading, typically uses

porous templates to adsorb the encapsulated material21 or inor-

ganic salts with coprecipitated material22 and is widely used for

the encapsulation of proteins. To exploit commercially available

monodisperse templates in the micrometer and submicrometer

size range, we have recently developed an approach to immobi-

lize cargo, specifically single- and double-stranded DNA15 or

polymer-peptide conjugates,13 onto the surface of amine-func-

tionalized solid silica particles. Subsequent LbL assembly of

thiol-modified PMA and PVPON followed by core removal

yields monodisperse capsules with a uniform distribution of

cargo (Fig. 1a,b), two factors crucial for reliable drug and

reagent dosage.
70 | Nanoscale, 2009, 1, 68–73
Semipermeable vessels for biocatalysis

The exchange of nutrients between the internal milieu and

external volume is necessary for an enclosed vessel to be

considered a self-sustaining system. Unlike cellular systems,

which have evolved a myriad of membrane-spanning proteins to

allow controlled and active transport, many synthetic assemblies

are impermeable to charged solutes. Without a means of

obtaining nutrients from their surroundings, the encapsulated

reaction quickly exhausts its supply of substrates. Continuous

reactions, such as the synthesis of RNA within lipid

vesicles, have been performed by increasing the membrane’s

permeability through temperature-induced transient defects,23

permeabilization with a mild detergent,24 or the assembly of

leaky membranes.25 The incorporation of transmembrane

proteins, although challenging, has proven to provide specific

gating to liposome and polymersome assemblies.26 Alternatively,

as previously mentioned, the semi-permeable nature of LbL-

derived capsules coupled with the diverse techniques to achieve

the loading of peptides, nucleic acids and intact proteins makes

them standalone candidates for the creation of synthetic micro-

reactors and artificial organelles.

The most well-studied class of LbL-encapsulated bio-relevant

transformations is the conversion of small molecules in

enzymatic reactions. The encapsulated enzymes remain acces-

sible to their substrates but are protected from high molecular

weight inhibitors, with the products of the reaction able to

diffuse to the exterior. Enzymes, including glucose oxidase,27

horseradish peroxidase,28 a-chymotrypsin,29 catalase,30 pro-

nase,31 or urease,32 have been encapsulated and their catalytic

activity within the capsule was demonstrated. As a synthetic

mimic to coupled enzymatic reactions within cellular organelles,

the bienzyme catalytic system of glucose oxidase and horseradish

peroxidase was encapsulated within LbL capsules.33 While recent

evidence suggests the incorporation of enzymes into PSS/PAH

capsules may cause a decrease in biocatalytic activity due to mass

transfer restrictions and enzyme/polymer multilayer interac-

tions,34 it is likely that this effect can be controlled via the judi-

cious choice of the enzyme/polymer capsule system.

The synthesis and degradation of macromolecules within

polymer capsules is a second set of reactions performed within

LbL capsules and presents a significant step toward cell and

organelle mimicry. Successful approaches include the polymeri-

zation of a phenolic polymer35 or DNA by polymerase chain

reaction (PCR)36 within PSS/PAH capsules via the external

introduction of the monomers. In particular, the ability to carry

out PCR in micrometer-sized capsules may potentially allow for

multiplexed PCR without a limitation on the number of nucleic

acid amplification cycles, an inherent drawback to emulsion-

based PCR technologies. As a biomedical platform, micro-

capsulated PCR can be envisaged as a technique for the synthesis

and delivery of DNA-based therapeutics with a single vessel.

A prominent organelle of the cell, the lysosome, digests larger

macromolecules by a variety of hydrolases. We have recently

demonstrated the use of LbL capsules as synthetic lysosomes for

the triggered digestion of DNA.37 Both DNA and the endonu-

clease DNase I were encapsulated within the interior of PMA

hydrogel capsules with the aid of mesoporous silica templates

(Scheme 1(b)ii). The external introduction of divalent cation
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
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Fig. 1 Confocal laser scanning microscopy image of the fluorescently-labeled PMA-peptide (PMA-CKKFGAEVVP (KP9)) within (a) 1 mm and (b) 0.5

mm diameter PMA capsules. Images reprinted with permission from ref. 13. (c) AF-546 labeled DNA co-encapsulated with DNase I in AF-488 labeled

PMA hydrogel capsules. Triggering the enzymes causes digestion of the DNA and release of the low molecular weight products. Image reprinted with

permission from ref. 37. (d) A cryo-transmission electron microscopy image of a capsosome (inset) and a close-up of the PSS/PAH polyelectrolyte shell,

which contains intact liposomes. The liposome membranes are visible as black circles. Image reprinted with permission from ref. 46.
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cofactors triggered the digestion of DNA by the endonuclease;

the small products of digestion were permeable to the walls of the

capsule (Fig. 1c). The use of fluorescently labeled DNA allowed

its digestion to be monitored by high-throughput flow cytometry.

We emphasize that the selective retention of DNA, permeability

to smaller oligonucleotides, and external triggering of the reac-

tion were made possible by the use of a semipermeable PMA

hydrogel capsule.
Subcompartmentalized capsules

Biological cells are capable of performing different encapsulated

(enzymatic cascade) reactions in parallel with high accuracy and

specificity within their organelles. Hence, attempts to mimic

eukaryotic cells require the assembly of a carrier vessel con-

taining multiple subcompartments that can host different cargo.

However, only a few groups have succeeded in engineering

compartmentalized systems. Multicompartment micelles38 or

trapping small lipid39–41 or polymer42,43 vesicles in a larger carrier

vesicle are examples. The former assembly, liposomes trapped

within a liposome, has proven to show controllable drug release39

and potential for combinatory drug delivery40 as compared to

single liposomes. These assemblies have also been used to

conduct triggered consecutive enzymatic reactions by making use

of the higher permeability of liposomes at their phase transition

temperature.41 In the latter approach (polymersomes within
This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2009
polymersomes), pH-sensitive channels incorporated in the

membrane are proposed as selective gates to the subcompart-

ments for a pH-dependent transport of small molecules.42 Poly-

mersomes were also employed to perform a three-enzyme

reaction, not by trapping the enzymes in subcompartments per

se, but by localizing them in different parts of a polymersome,

namely in its interior, within the polymer membrane and/or on its

surface.43 Attempts to subdivide the interior of LbL-assembled

capsules to date have involved the assembly of dual-compart-

mentalized capsules22,44 or the embedding of smaller capsules

into a polyelectrolyte multilayer-stabilized gel bead.45

We recently explored the combination of liposomes and

polymer capsules to form capsosomes (Scheme 1(b)iii). Features

from both systems are preserved within capsosomes, while some

of the challenges of the individual systems are overcome. The

polymer hydrogel carrier capsule provides the required structural

integrity, with its degradability and permeability controlled by

the choice of the building blocks. The semipermeable membrane

of the polymer capsule allows for the controlled exchange of

(bio)molecules between the interior and exterior, an important

factor to enable continuous encapsulated reactions. Liposomes,

on the other hand, divide the capsule’s interior into sub-

compartments, which are suitable to efficiently trap and protect

small and/or fragile (bio)molecules.

Capsosomes are assembled via a LbL approach, commencing

with the adsorption of a polymer precursor layer onto silica
Nanoscale, 2009, 1, 68–73 | 71
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template particles, followed by the assembly of the first layer of

liposomes. Polymer separation layers are required for the

adsorption of the next layer of liposomes, followed by a polymer

capping layer that not only efficiently traps the liposomes, but

also allows for the subsequent assembly of the polymer carrier

capsule. Upon removal of the template core, capsosomes are

obtained.

We first reported the incorporation of zwitterionic liposomes

into PSS/PAH multilayered films on planar surfaces,46 demon-

strating that the liposomes can be efficiently entrapped within the

multilayer film without being ruptured or displaced. Assembly

of the same system on colloidal particles yielded the formation of

the first generation of capsosomes—structurally intact liposomes

incorporated within a nondegradable polymer carrier capsule

(Fig. 1d). With the goal to move beyond electrostatically driven

buildup and aiming at a generalizable capsosome assembly, we

introduced a novel noncovalent concept to anchor liposomes to

polymers. Cholesterol, a native membrane constituent, was

conjugated to two different polymers, poly(L-lysine) and PMA.48

Employing these modified polymers as precursor and separation

layers in the assembly process resulted in more efficient liposome

incorporation than the use of their unmodified counterparts.

This anchoring concept is widely applicable since the incorpo-

ration of cholesterol into the membrane of the liposomes is

a spontaneous process and largely independent of the lipid

composition or buffer conditions. Moreover, the use of choles-

terol-modified PMA as a capping layer allowed for the

subsequent hydrogen-bonding driven assembly of PVPON and

thiol-modified PMA to construct (bio)degradable carrier

capsules. Upon crosslinking of the thiols in the film with either an

oxidizing reagent or via the infiltration of a polymeric cross-

linker,47 intact capsosomes consisting of a PMA hydrogel capsule

with incorporated liposomes were obtained. Such capsosomes

allow for the retention of cargo (the liposomes themselves and

the entrapped enzymes within them) for up to two weeks.48 With

the goal to confirm the presence and activity of a model enzyme,

b-lactamase, within the liposomal subcompartments of the cap-

sosomes and to quantify the number of subcompartments, we

performed a colorimetric enzymatic assay; the conversion of the

yellow substrate nitrocefin to its red hydrolysed product.49 We

demonstrated that as long as the enzymes remained trapped

within the liposomal subcompartments, no color change was

observed, but upon their lysis, the enzymes obtain access to their

substrates and the conversion occurred. Using this quantitative

assay, we calculated that a 3 mm capsosome confines �8 � 103

liposomes. Taken together, the above results establish a platform

that accommodates key aspects involved in the assembly of

therapeutic artificial cells and organelles.
Conclusions/outlook

In this mini-review, we have discussed the achievements in the

design of LbL-derived polymer capsules, including their

assembly and permeability properties, and loading techniques, in

light of their use as synthetic mimics of cells and subcellular

organelles. We expect that advances in the field of micro-

encapsulated catalysis and further improvements in sub-

compartmentalization techniques will lead to enhanced

opportunities in the assembly of artificial cells and organelles.
72 | Nanoscale, 2009, 1, 68–73
The presented proof-of-concept examples demonstrate the

potential of LbL capsules for these applications, yet most of the

examples employ model enzymes with limited medical relevance.

Future challenges lie in the use of specific enzymes associated

with certain diseases, and conducting cascade multi-enzyme

reactions within the synthetic subcompartmentalized systems.

Further challenges to be addressed include self-reproduction/

division, self-repair, targeting, recognition and induced self-

destruction. The polymer hydrogel capsules provide an exciting

platform for advancing such challenges.
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